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Wilson Air Center Announces Extensive Expansion Plan At Houston Hobby
Plans set for all new hangars, terminal and much more
Houston, TX – October 22, 2013 – Wilson Air Center recently announced plans for a major expansion
project at Houston Hobby Airport (HOU). The multi-phased project includes plans for an additional G650 hangar, all new 10,000 sq.ft. Executive Terminal and future expansion opportunities.

As Houston Hobby Airport continues to experience an impressive rise in corporate and general aviation
operators, Wilson Air Center Houston is meeting the demand of their customers with an aggressive
expansion project. In addition to being voted #1 Best Small FBO Chain this year for the sixth time,
Wilson Air Center is also the highest ranked FBO at Houston Hobby, Professional Pilot Magazine, 2013
PRASE Survey. It is Wilson’s deep history in the hospitality industry, richly appointed facilities, and
concierge level services that led to their constant recognition within the industry.
“We have been experiencing an impressive increase in traffic at Houston Hobby,” says Dave Ivey, Vice
President, Wilson Air Center. “With our strong roots in the hospitality industry, we remain committed to
not only accommodating the growing volume of customers, but also to completely exceeding their
expectations with our customer service and our facilities. This expansion project is a part of
that commitment.”

With Phase I complete, which encompassed a total renovation of the existing Wilson Air Center facility,
currently featuring modern pilots’ lounges/snooze rooms, a presidential suite, and over 80,000 sq.ft of
hangar storage, the focus now turns to Phase II. Wilson Air Center Houston will break ground on Phase II
in October 2013. Plans include the construction of a brand new 25,000 sq. ft. G-650 size hangar and
office complex.
(more)

As Phase II gets underway, Wilson Air Center is wasting no time preparing for Phase III of their
impressive expansion project. Featuring an all-new, elegant 10,000 sq. ft. Executive Terminal, Phase III
of the plan promises to be one of the most exciting parts of the expansion. Complete with stunning views
of the airport and downtown Houston though a 35-foot all-glass façade, the new terminal will be unlike
any other FBO at Houston Hobby, coupled with the highest level of service visitors have come to expect
from Wilson Air Center.

In addition to the all-new Executive Terminal, Phase III also includes plans to construct an additional
concrete ramp to support the increase in traffic at Houston Hobby.

As the only FBO at Houston Hobby that has a significant amount of additional land to be used for future
development, Wilson Air Center is developing plans for Phase IV of their expansion project. While a
completion date is not yet set, plans include construction of private and community hangars as well as
modern, upscale condo hangars for owners who desire privacy and security, while still having award
winning FBO and concierge services available from Wilson Air Center Houston.
With locations in Memphis, TN; Charlotte, NC; Houston, TX; and Chattanooga, TN, Wilson Air Center’s
corporate aviation support facilities are renowned for their innovative approach to customer service and
satisfaction that originated from roots within the hospitality industry. Kemmons Wilson was the founder
and chairman of Holiday Inn, and his son Robert A. (Bob) Wilson is the founder and president of Wilson
Air Center. The Memphis location is the home of one of the world’s largest aircraft canopies, and is
touted by the aviation industry as among the top fixed base operations in the United States for the quality
of its services and the comfort and design of its facilities. For more information on Wilson Air Center or
the services we offer, please call 901-345-2992 or visit www.wilsonair.com.
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